In this paper we introduce the notion of a point-network and prove that in Tx spaces having a point-network, countable pseudocharacter implies stratifiable. As a corollary, there follows Reed's theorem that a Tx space is metrizable if and only if it has an open point-network. 0. Introduction. The basic idea in this paper is that of a point-network: Let A" be a topological space, and suppose that to every point x of X, we have assigned a , where it is shown that even a weaker version of Reed's theorem implies all the known general metrization theorems.) An affirmative answer to the first question is due to the author and is the subject matter of the present paper. Actually, we prove the much stronger theorem that spaces with a point-network and countable pseudocharacter are stratifiable (Theorem 2.2). Having received Reed's notes [R] the present author realized that his theorem implies Reed's.
Since "having a point-network" is clearly a property inherited by subspaces, this also proves that X is hereditarily collectionwise normal. Lemma 1.3. Every Tx space Xwith a point-network is (hereditarily) paracompact.
Proof. Since "having a point-network" is a hereditary property, and collectionwise normal metacompact spaces are paracompact, we only have to prove that A" is metacompact.
To see this, let 0 = [Oa: a g X} be an open cover of X, let Ma = Oa -\Jß<aOß (a g X), and for every x g X let o(x) denote the unique ordinal a g X with x g Ma. For every a G A let (1) 0: = \J{V[x,Oa]:x^Ma).
We claim that 0' = [0'a: a G X} is a point-finite open refinement of (9 . Only " point-finite" needs proof. Suppose indirectly that there is an x g X such that x is in infinitely many members of 6'. Let meuk the smallest with N(m, x) c 00,x). Clearly, there is a sequence o(x) < a0 < ■ • • < am of ordinals such that x g 0'a (k = 0,..., m). By (1) this implies that there are points yk g Ma (k = 0,...,m) each having the property x g V[yk, Oa ]. It follows that there are ik g u (k = 0,... ,m) with y^ G N(ik, x) c Oa . Let us consider now any pair of indices k, I with k < I < m. Then, since o(_y,) = a; > a^, y¡ £ Oa z> Af^, x). Since { #{/, x): i g w} is a decreasing sequence of sets, this implies ik > i¡. Therefore0 ^ im < im_x < ■ ■ ■ < i0, so i0 > m. But then _y0 g N(i0, If dom(/) = « g co, then all sets of the form u(f, H)= Uf-UheHUh, where Uf={g^X:
g \ « = /} and H is a finite subset of Uf, constitute a clopen neighbourhood base for/.
A" with this topology will be a zero-dimensional T2 topology with character X. Further, we can define a point-network for Arby putting N(m, f)= {/} U [f\ k: m < k < dom(/)} for every/g Xand m£u.
Example 1.6. Example 9.1 of [Ce] is an example of a stratifiable, nonmetrizable space. It can easily be shown that this space has a point-network {N(m, x): m g u, x g A'} such that each N(m, x) is a neighbourhood of x. (This observation is due to P. J. Collins and A. W. Roscoe.) 2. Stratif¡ability. The following lemma is the heart of our paper.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a Tx space with a point-network. Then X is the union of a o-discrete subspace and a subspace with a Gs-diagonal. Moreover, if^(X) = u, then X has a Gs-diagonal. Now, suppose tp(A') = co. To prove that A1 has a Gs-diagonal in this case, it is enough to see that each set K* = Mm n A = {(x, x): x G 7Cm} is a G5 set in X2. Since by ( * ), 7C^ is the union of < m discrete subspaces, and the union of finitely many Gs subsets is a Gs subset, we only have to prove that every discrete subspace Remark. As is shown by Example 1.5, one cannot improve Lemma 2.1 in many ways. One cannot prove, for example, that every space with a point-network is the union of a a-closed discrete subspace and a subspace with a G6-diagonal.
In what follows we shall apply the following well-known characterization of stratifiable spaces: (*) A'is stratifiable iff it has a system [A(n, x): n g co, x g A1} of open sets such that (1) x G A(n, x) for every « g co and x g X, and (2) given a closed subset F ol X and a point x £ F, there is an « g co with x £\J{A(n,y):y<EF}.
Theorem 2.2 (Main). Let X be a Tx space with a point-network. Then X is the union of a a-discrete and a stratifiable subspace. Moreover, if\j/(X) = co, then X is stratifiable.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, it is enough to prove that if X has a point-network {N(m, x): m G co,x g A"} and a Gs-diagonal sequence of open covers \/Sn: « G co}, then X is stratifiable.
We claim that if for every point x g X and every « G co, we choose an element G(«, x) of ^n containing x and put A(n, x) = V [x, F[x, G(«, x) ]], then this assignment satisfies properties (1) and (2) in the characterization of a stratifiable space.
(1) is clear. In order to show (2), let x, F be given. Let m g co be the first, such that N(m, x) n F = 0, and choose « g co so big that N(i, x) € st(x, ^" ) for every i < m. Then this « g co will do.
To see 
